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1. Introduction
In high-performance computing (HPC), tightly-coupled, parallel applications run in lock-step over thousands to millions of proces-
sor cores. These applications simulate a wide-range of scientific phenomena, such as hurricanes and earthquakes, or the functioning
of a human heart. The results of these simulations are important and time-critical, e.g., we want to know the path of the hurricane
before it makes landfall. Thus, these applications are run on the fastest supercomputers in the world at the largest scales pos-
sible. However, due to the increased component count, large-scale executions are more prone to experience faults, with Mean
Times Between Failures (MTBF) on the order of hours or days due to hardware breakdowns and soft errors. A vast majority of
current-generation HPC systems and application codes work around system failures using rollback-recovery schemes, also known
as Checkpoint-Restart (CR), wherein the parallel processes of an application frequently save a mutually agreed-upon state of their
execution as checkpoints in a globally-shared storage medium. In the face of failures, applications rollback their execution to a
fault-free state using these snapshots that were saved periodically. Over the years, checkpointing mechanisms have gained notori-
ety for their colossal I/O demands. While state-of-art parallel file systems are optimized for concurrent accesses from millions of
processes, checkpointing overheads continue to dominate application run times, with the time taken to write a single checkpoint
taking on the order of tens of minutes to hours. On future systems, checkpointing activities are predicted to dominate compute time
and overwhelm file system resources.

Persistence is a key ingredient of any protocol or mechanism that aims to handle failures. Rollback-recovery schemes store
the state of application processes into snapshot files, message logging schemes buffer communication data that are sent to other
processes, redundancy-based recovery schemes persist duplicate copies of data on multiple nodes, process-migration schemes
essentially move the snapshot data of processes from one node to another, and parity-based data-recovery schemes store additional
parity information that aids in reconstruction of lost or damaged data. Most of the popular parallel file systems satisfy these
requirements, but have several shortcomings, including contention at scale, centralized points of failure, etc. With emerging dense-
node architectures, parallel applications will have a wider range of storage media to choose from (on-chip/off-chip caches, node-
level RAM, NVM/SCM, distributed-RAM, flash storage/SSDs, HDDs, parallel file systems and archival storage) based on the type
of data that is being stored, and the access frequency. Each of these various levels in the storage hierarchy has distinct performance
and functionality traits. It is evident that a one size fits all solution will not be able to fully leverage the capabilities of each level in
this hierarchy. Cross-layer solutions that consider multiple factors need to be developed to efficiently handle such a diverse I/O and
storage environment.

2. Problem Statement and Summary of Research
Research done as part of this doctoral thesis addresses the above discussed challenges, with a particular focus on the I/O demands
of checkpointing-based fault-tolerance mechanisms. Specifically, the thesis addresses several pressing research questions, which
are otherwise unanswered, or have inadequate solutions, in literature. Figure ?? succinctly illustrates the framework developed as
part of the thesis. The following discussion highlights how the framework addresses each of the broad challenges.

1. Can checkpoint-restart mechanisms benefit from an hierarchical data-staging framework?
With the rapid advances in technology, many clusters are being built with high performance commercial components such
as high-speed low-latency networks and advanced storage devices such as Solid State Drives (SSDs). Leadership-class
supercomputers are also being provisioned with off-node high-throughput Burst Buffers. These advanced technologies
provide an opportunity to rethink existing solutions to tackle the I/O challenges imposed by Checkpoint-Restart mechanisms.
We have designed a hierarchical data staging architecture, namely Stage-FS that uses a dedicated set of staging server nodes
to offload checkpoint I/O operations from the compute nodes, thereby giving an asynchronous checkpointing capability to
applications and MPI libraries. This approach helped reduce the checkpointing overhead by up to 8.3 times the original one.

2. How can I/O middleware minimize the contention for network resources between checkpoint-restart traffic and inter-
process communication traffic?
We specifically address the problem of network contention, caused due to the sharing of network resources by parallel appli-
cations and filesystems simultaneously. We leverage the Quality-of-Service (QoS) capabilities of the widely used InfiniBand
interconnect to enhance our data-staging filesystem, making it QoS-aware. This is a user-level framework, called Stage-QoS,



which is agnostic of the filesystem and MPI implementation. Using this filesystem, we demonstrate the isolation of filesys-
tem traffic from MPI communication traffic, thereby reducing the network contention. The AWP-ODC MPI application’s
runtime in the presence of I/O traffic was reduced by about 9.89%. The time spent in communication by the NAS CG kernel
with I/O traffic was reduced by 23.46%

3. How can the behavior of HPC applications and I/O middleware be enhanced to leverage the deep storage hierarchies
available on current-generation supercomputers?
We address this challenge with a new in-memory file system called CRUISE: Checkpoint Restart in User SpacE. CRUISE
is optimized for use with multilevel checkpointing libraries to provide low-overhead, scalable file storage on systems that
provide some form of Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) that persists beyond the life of a process. An application specifies a
bound on memory usage, and if its checkpoint files are too large to fit within this limit, CRUISE stores what it can in memory
and then spills-over the remaining bytes in slower but larger storage, such as an SSD or the parallel file system. CRUISE
also supports Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) semantics that allow a remote server process to directly read files
from a compute node’s memory. CRUISE scales linearly with node count and delivers a 1 PB/s throughput at three million
MPI processes, which is 20x faster than the system RAM disk and 1000x faster than the parallel file system.

4. How can the capabilities of state-of-art checkpointing systems be enhanced efficiently handle heterogeneous systems?
The advent of heterogeneous architectures provisioned with accelerators (such as GPGPUs) and coprocessors (such as Intel
Xeon Phis) are enabling the design of increasingly capable supercomputers within reasonable power budgets. Naive check-
pointing protocols, which are predominantly I/O-intensive, face severe performance bottlenecks on such system, particularly
on the Xeon Phi architecture, due to several inherent and acquired limitations. We have analyzed the intrinsic and extrinsic
issues that limit the I/O performance when check-pointing parallel applications on Xeon Phi clusters, and have designed a
novel distributed checkpointing framework, namely MIC-Check, which works around these limitations and provides scal-
able I/O performance on such heterogeneous systems. MIC-Check provides a 35x improvement in the aggregate throughput
with 16 processes running on a single MIC, and 54x improvement with 4096 MPI processes running on 256 MICs.

5. Can low-overhead timely failure prediction mechanisms be designed for pro-active failure avoidance and recovery?
Although most of the individual hardware and software components within a cluster implement mechanisms to provide some
level of fault tolerance, these components work in isolation. They work independently, without sharing information about the
faults they encounter. This lack of a system-wide fault information coordination has emerged to be one of the biggest prob-
lems in leadership-class HPC systems. Fault-prediction is a challenging issue that several researchers are trying to address.
This thesis proposes a light-weight multi-threaded service, namely FTB-IPMI, which provides distributed fault-monitoring
for HPC applications. Fault-predictors and other decision-making engines that rely on distributed failure information can
benefit from FTB-IPMI to facilitate proactive fault-tolerance mechanisms such as preemptive job migration. A deployment
of FTB-IPMI that services a cluster with 128 compute-nodes, sweeps the entire cluster and collects IPMI sensor information
on CPU temperature, system voltages and fan speeds in a mere 0.75 seconds. The average CPU utilization of this service
running on a single node is 0.35%.
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